Decision Support Release Notes

Release 2009-05

1. Student
   1.1 Added Sourcing Logic for Census Date to High School Subject View and Changed Universe Join
   1.2 Changed Sourcing Logic to Populate T_SECT_BASE
   1.3 Updated T_ADM_APPL_HIST with Correct College & Department Codes
   1.4 Added New Registration Codes to Universes
   1.5 Added CRS_REG_MOST_RCNT_IND to Drop/Delete/Registered Indicator
   1.6 Updated Global Campus Campus Codes in the Data Warehouse for Admissions Data

2. HR/Payroll
   2.1 Row Variance on Table, T_PERS_ENDRS_HIST

3. Finance
   3.1 Corrected Object Sourcing Logic in Finance ICR Universe
   3.2 Added Grants Short Title as an Object to the Grants ITD Universe
1. Student

1.1 Added Sourcing Logic for Census Date to High School Subject View and Changed Universe Join

**Areas Affected:**
- Universe(s): DM-STU Application Census

**Case Number:** 20080215_539

**Description:** Decision Support added sourcing logic to the High School Subject Code only allowing for High School Subject Code data where the Effective Date is less than or equal to the Census Date. The update allows users to correctly report on High School subject codes.

1.2 Changed Sourcing Logic to Populate T_SECT_BASE

**Areas Affected:**
- Table(s): T_SECT_BASE

**Case Number:** 20080521_517

**Description:** Decision Support changed the data warehouse logic to reflect NULL in the target (T_SECT_BASE) if NULL in the source (SSBSECT). The update allows users to utilize data warehouse reports to check for errors on section set up.

1.3 Updated T_ADM_APPL_HIST with Correct College & Department Codes

**Areas Affected:**
- Table(s): T_ADM_APPL_HIST

**Case Number:** 20090203_491

**Description:** Decision Support updated the table listed above with the correct college & department codes by modifying the sourcing logic in the data warehouse. The update allows users to utilize the table above in the data warehouse with the correct college & department codes associated with it.

1.4 Added New Registration Codes to Universes

**Areas Affected:**
- Universe(s): EDW-STU Registration Census
  EDW-STU Registration Complete
  EDW-STU Registration Limited

**Case Number:** 20090427_R12192

**Description:** Decision Support added six new Registration Codes to the universes listed above. The UIUC OAR created new Withdrawal Codes for Registration Activity that was made available in Banner on April 29, 2009 for use.
1.5 Added CRS_REG_MOST_RCNT_IND to Drop/Delete/Registered Indicator

**Areas Affected:**
- Universe(s): EDW-STU Registration Complete
- EDW-STU Registration Limited
- Column(s): CRS_REG_MOST_RCNT_IND
- Table(s): T_STUDENT_CRS_REG_HIST

**Case Number:** 20090415_R7954

**Description:** Decision Support added the column listed above to the logic for the Drop/Delete/Registered Indicator object and the table/view logic for the table listed above. This addition allows users to receive one row per student, term, and CRN when utilizing the universes listed above.

1.6 Updated Global Campus Campus Codes in the Data Warehouse for Admissions Data

**Areas Affected:**
- Table(s): T_ADM_APPL_ATTR_HIST T_ADM_APPL_SRC_HIST
- T_ADM_CHKLIST_ITEM_HIST T_ADM_DECN_HIST
- T_ADM_QUESTION_ANSR T_ADM_RATING_HIST
- T_PRIOR_CUM_DEG_EVENT T_PRIOR_CUM_DEG_HIST
- T_TERM_CD

**Case Number:** ITPC-0285

**Description:** Decision Support updated Global Campus campus codes in the Data Warehouse for Admissions data only (not Recruiting data). This Global Campus project aims to store Global Campus values where possible.
2. HR/Payroll

2.1 Row Variance on Table, T_PERS_ENDRS_HIST

Areas Affected:

Table(s): T_PERS_ENDRS_HIST

Case Number: 20060720_234

Description: Decision Support ran a one-time script to fix the target table listed above, which had more rows than the source.
3. Finance

3.1 Corrected Object Sourcing Logic in Finance ICR Universe

Areas Affected:
Universe(s): EDW-Finance Grants ITD

Case Number: 20090403_R3787

Description: Decision Support corrected the object sourcing logic in the universe listed above. Level 1 and Level 2 Account Type codes are listing Fund Type codes. This correction allows users to report accurately when utilizing the data warehouse.

3.2 Added Grants Short Title as an Object to the Grants ITD Universe

Areas Affected:
Universe(s): EDW-Finance Grants ITD

Case Number: 20090414_R7425

Description: Decision Support added Grants Short Title to the Finance ITD Universe. In recent past, the Fund Title was utilized, which was not a convenient source when performing reports on PI's on multiple fund grants. This addition assists users in advanced reporting and identifying their PI's.